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Location Land at Deerfields Farm Canal Lane Bodicote

Proposal Outline planning permission for 27 dwellings including Access

Case Officer Samantha Taylor  
 

Organisation
Name E Houston

Address 2 Mayweed Road,Banbury,OX15 4TF

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments I strongly object to this development. On moving to this property I was told that no one
would be building on the land which was one of the main reasons we decided on this
location. My 1 year old son has recently been diagnosed with hypersensitive airways and
having building work so close to my property and loosing the trees will effect the air quality
and this is a great concern. The building works had already moved on down the road by the
time we had moved in but even then my son suffered. Building so close is a huge worry. Also
the noise disruption would definitely not be welcomed. I am one of 4 houses on my row who
have small children. We will all be affected. To add to this our little road will become a
entrance to the new homes making our little area of road extremely unsafe for our children.
We do not have fenced front gardens or curbs to highlight where the road is. It would make
outside our homes unsafe. On top of this we will loose natural light to our homes. Silverweed
does have a cubed pave but not suitable for buggies. Silverweed will become busier and
making its far more hazardous. Currently we have to use the road with the pram but
because it's such a quiet no through road it's not huge concern. I feel that developers need
to concentrate on fixing the problems with houses that already have people living in rather
then building more. So many of us are living in incomplete homes or streets. We don't even
have street lights or road/parking markings yet not to mention the missing road sign and
door numbers.
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